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Anders Ekholm 

Information systems 
for architectural design 
– experiences from the BAS·CAAD and ACTIVITY projects

Architectural design is a process of creative problem solving, 

moreover architects manage not only information about the building 

but also about the user organisation. Therefore, information systems 

for architectural design must support the development of new ideas 

and concepts, and must be able to handle both building and user data. 

The paper presents two recently developed prototype applications, 

built on a conceptual model for the architectural design process, BAS·CAAD 

with the objective to support creative design, and ACTIVITY with the objective 

to support user activity modelling as an integrated part of building design. 

 

The revolution of architectural design practise
During the last 10–15 years the personal computer to-
gether with different software for visualisation, calcula-
tion and simulation have revolutionised architectural 
design practise. For most tasks the drawing-table has 
been abandoned in favour of the computer platform. 
Currently, a second revolution takes place where buil-
ding CAD programs are shifting focus from drawing to 

modelling. 
Model based CAD means that the design, i.e. the con-

ceptual model of the designed object, is represented 
externally, outside the mind of the designer. This re-
quires that both the process of design and the objects 
of design must be problemised: What is design, and 
what is designed? 

The general idea is that model based CAD-pro-
grams enable the designer to develop an object ba-
sed “product” model of the building. Building product 
models enable computer integrated construction and 
facility management processes, CIC/FM (Björk 1995). 
They also enable new ways of managing and structur-
ing design information (Eastman 1999). 

However, building design is a complex process invol-
ving knowledge not only of the building or the built 
environment but also the user organisation activi-
ties (Ekholm 1987). The building design process starts 
with describing the user organization and its require-
ments on the building, then, gradually the focus is shif-
ted towards the building, its construction and mainte-
nance.
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The design process is a process of search and gradual 
development (Simon 1981). It is less a matter of choice 
among ready-made alternatives than a matter of crea-
tive problem solving. A requirement on computer sup-
port for design is that both functional requirements 
and technical solutions can be developed and creati-
vely combined.

The use of model based design and information 
management systems in the early stages during the 
programming and proposal stages, as well as in the 
facility management stages, put new requirements on 
these systems. Model based CAD-systems must allow 
an incremental determination of properties, and not 
prescribe a specific design procedure. It must also be 
able to represent user activities as model objects inde-
pendently from the building or its spaces.

This article presents results from current research 
into these areas carried out at the division of Archi-
tectural and Building Design Methodology at Lund 
Institute of Technology. Results are presented from the 
BAS•CAAD project and the Activity project.

Aspects on building design
Theoretical foundation for this research
The theoretical foundation for this research is based on 
Mario Bunge’s Treatise on Basic Philosophy (Bunge 
1977, 1979, 1983 and 1985). The concepts used in this 
paper have been presented in earlier writings by the 
author, the interested reader is recommended e.g. (Ek-
holm 1987, 1994 and 2001, and Ekholm and Fridqvist 
1996, 1998 and 2000).

General aspects on design 
The knowledge needed in different fields of design 
is so diverse, e.g. concerning functions and materials, 
that it is impossible to learn to design apart from spe-
cific knowledge of the artefacts to be designed Bunge 
(1985:227). However, there are generic theories of arte-
facts and of intellectual work that could be applied in 
every design field. 

The following sections outline some generic aspects 
of the substantive and methodological knowledge 
that is relevant for architects as well as other designers. 
The first section presents some basic concepts that are 

needed to describe the real world and conceptual re-
presentations, and the second section presents a ge-
neric model for the design process. 

The development of methods and systems for archi-
tectural design must be based on knowledge of the 
architectural design process. In order to discuss the 
subject of architectural design some general aspects 
of design are necessary to clarify. The verb design me-
ans “to conceive and plan out in the mind”, and the 
noun design means “a mental project or scheme in 
which means to an end are laid out” (Webster’s 1999). 
Accordingly, a design (verb) process results in a design 
(noun). 

Design as conceptual modelling
Conceptual representations 
A design is a conceptual representation of the inten-
ded artefact and its realisation. A conceptual represen-
tation is made up of concepts that refer to the intended 
artefact and represent its properties. This conceptual 
representation is developed during the design pro-
cess. The building blocks of conceptual representations 
are two kinds of concepts, classes and attributes. 

The process of discriminating between objects, 
concrete or abstract, results in the formation of kinds 
or classes, e.g. the class of buildings or the class of ideas 
(Bunge 1979:165). Similarities and differences bet-
ween objects are based on differences in properties. 
The concept of a property is called attribute. Class con-
cepts refer to the object as a whole, while attributes 
represent the object’s properties (ibid 1979). 

The object-property dichotomy is purely concep-
tual. A property has no separate existence from the 
objects that have them. It may be argued that the 
concept of property is questionable and could be re-
garded unnecessary; and that it would be sufficient to 
state that there are different kinds of objects. However, 
it is epistemologically useful to conceptually separa-
te the object from its properties. During a process of 
investigation we attribute properties to objects and 
try out our hypothesis by testing whether the objects 
have the property or not. For example, design is charac-
terized by conceptualising properties and attributing 
these to the designed object (Bunge 1983:165).
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Systems and their properties
A system is an extremely generic kind of thing; its pro-
perties are common to every complex thing. A system’s 
composition is a set of parts with bonding relations, 
its environment is a set of things that interact with the 
system, its structure is the set of all relations, intrinsic 
and extrinsic, and its mechanism is a set of internal pro-
cesses. A process is a sequence of events; an activity is 
a goal-directed process. An artefact is a man-made or 
man-controlled system; it is made with a purpose to 
make certain activities possible. 

A human activity system that involves the use of ar-
tefacts is also called a sociotechnical system. Work is a 
specific kind of activity, it is a useful activity. A socio-
technical system engaged in some work activity is in 
management science called an ”organisation” (Child 
1984), ”human activity system” (Checkland 1981), or 
”enterprise” (Bubenko 1993).

Properties of systems are either intrinsic or mutual. 
Examples of intrinsic properties are mass and material. 
A mutual, or relational, property depends on a relation 
between things. The relation may be functional, i.e. af-
fecting the related systems, e.g. connected-to, sitting-

on, or controlling, or they may be comparative like 
spatio-temporal properties, e.g. longer-than, to-the-
left-of, or during. In a relatively stable environment 
functions and spatio-temporal properties can be seen 
as intrinsic properties.

To adopt a view, or aspect, on a system is to observe 
a specific set of properties. Of specific interest to design 
are the functional and compositional views. A functio-
nal view focuses on the system’s extrinsic properties, 
its relations to the environment, while a compositional 
view focuses on intrinsic properties, i.e. the properties 

of the compositional parts and their structure. See Fi-
gure 1.

Figure 1. Functional and compositional views on systems

Information systems, static and dynamic 
An information system is a computer-based system, 
which makes it possible to store and retrieve informa-
tion of relevance to the information needs of a user. 
It consists of a conceptual schema, an information 
base and an information processor (ISO 1985:15). The 
conceptual schema is made up of entities and relations 
that refer to and represent the objects that the system 
handles information about. The information base 
holds the entity values, e.g. measurements or other 
data that the user determines. The information proces-
sor is a software tool that makes it possible to query 
and update the conceptual schema and the informa-
tion base. 

The conceptual schema can be understood as an 
external conceptual representation of the object 
that the system handles information about. The enti-
ties of the conceptual schema together with the attri-
bute values in the information base make up a model 
of a specific object. Information systems assist the user 
in managing information about an object. However, 
statements are restricted to those, which are made 
possible by the schema entities and their value spa-
ces. This is problematic to an information system for 
design since it must assist in the development of a 
conceptual representation, i.e. in the development of 
the conceptual schema. 

Information systems can be characterised as dy-
namic or static. The user cannot create new entities 
in a static system, which must be possible in a dynamic 
system. In a static system, the model objects have to 
retain their class and attributes once instantiated into 
the model. In a dynamic system the user would be able 
to reclassify and exchange attributes of the model ob-
jects during modelling. 

An information system based on a fixed conceptual 
schema, or without possibilities for reclassification 
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of model objects, is not suitable for creative design, 
e.g. the earliest, most dynamic phases, since a fixed 
schema and static objects are at odds with the evol-
ving semantics of design (Eastman and Siabiris 1995). 
The BAS•CAAD system is an example of a fully dynamic 
system, while the ACTIVITY system is static concerning 
definition of new attributes, but to some extent dyna-
mic concerning reclassification of model objects.

Design as problem solving
Problem solving
Design may be seen as a problem solving process si-
milar to problem solving in everyday life or in science. 
Problem solving in general is a process of purposeful 
exploration, “a problem arises when a living creature 
has a goal and does not know how this goal is to be 
reached” (Duncker 1945). 

Therefore, problem recognition requires that a 
person has both knowledge and a goal. A goal can be 
defined as an intended state of a system. The system 
may be abstract, e.g. a scientific theory, or concrete, 
e.g. an industry product. The required knowledge is 
a background knowledge that allows the person to 
define the goal, and to recognise that certain solution 
knowledge is missing. A problem can be defined as lack 
of solution knowledge in relation to background know-
ledge and goal. A thorough discussion of the concept 

of problem may be found in (Bunge 1983). 
A tentative problem solution, also called hypo-

thesis, describes a goal, and a testable cause of action 
that results in this goal. The test may be theoretical, 
relating the solution to existing knowledge, or empi-
rical, involving an experiment or construction and test 
of the artefact or a model of it. The specific character of 
a design problem is its goal, a satisfactory state of a 
concrete system or process, and a cause of action that 
results in this. During the design process, hypotheses 
and tests are made alternately, and the intended arte-
fact and its properties are determined incrementally. 

The problem solving cycle
Every design process is initiated by a problem. The pro-
blem definition is followed first by synthesis, leading to 
a tentative solution, and then by analysis, investiga-
ting the proposed solution. The synthesis question is: 
Which object has these properties? And the analysis 
question is the inverse: Which properties does this ob-
ject have? Synthesis may be regarded as starting from 
a functional view on the object, proceeding from the 
outside inwards, or top-down, while analysis starts 
from a compositional view, proceeding from the 
inside outwards, or bottom-up. The result of analysis 
is added to the background knowledge. The design 
cycle, by Simon (1981:149) called the Generator-Test 
Cycle, proceeds until a satisfactory solution has been 
developed. The cycle is illustrated in Figure 2.

A design problem may be characterised as open or 
closed, and the process of problem solving routine or 
innovative. To a closed problem the determining fac-
tors and their combinations are well known; it may be 
solved by a routine that consists in selecting a proto-
type solution and determining the values of its attri-
butes. To an open problem, neither the determining 
factors nor their combinations are known. A prototype 
solution cannot be applied since new kinds of things 
or processes must be explored or invented. Open 
problems have been called ”wicked” (Rittel 1984). 

Prototype systems for building design
The BAS•CAAD project
BAS•CAAD is an acronym for Building and User Activity 
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Systems Modelling for Computer Aided Architectural 
Design. The overall aim of the BAS•CAAD project has 
been to contribute to the development of CAAD tools 
for the early stages of the design process including 
brief development. One of the most important results 
of the BAS•CAAD project is its conceptual schema, ba-
sed on the generic concept of system, from which dif-
ferent domain specific frameworks and product models 
can be built (Ekholm and Fridqvist 1998).

Design statements consist of attributes that cha-
racterise the designed artefact. The BAS•CAAD system 
is designed to collect, analyse and communicate such 
statements. Design statements may be complex, invol-
ving several kinds of attributes, e.g. “red, clay, chimney 
brick”, or they may be elementary, involving only one 
attribute, e.g. “chimney brick”. The statements need 
not be verbal, also 2D drawings or 3D models can be 
treated as design statements. Design statements can 
be stored as library objects, generic or project spe-
cific. Examples of such objects are everything from 
buildings and organisations to construction products, 
persons and equipment.

The entities in the latest implementation of the 
BAS•CAAD schema are ThingClass (T), Relation (R) and 
UnaryAttribute (A) (ibid). ThingClass refers to concrete 
systems, UnaryAttribute represents intrinsic proper-
ties of concrete systems, and Relation represents re-
lations between, or mutual properties of, systems. The 
term UnaryAttribute designates an intrinsic attribute 
and not a mutual property, it also serves to distinguish 
these intrinsic attributes from the general concept of 
attribute used in the text. 

A ThingClass consists of a 6-tuple of sets of attribu-
tes, T =(T

G
, T

C
, R

I
, T

E
, R

E
, A

U
). T

G
 stands for “generic Thing-

Class”, T
C
 stands for “composition (or part) ThingClass”, 

R
I
 stands for “intrinsic Relation”, T

E
 stands for “environ-

ment ThingClass”, R
E
 stands for “extrinsic Relation”, and 

A
U
 stands for “UnaryAttribute”. The attributes reflect 

that a ThingClass can represent a system with compo-
sition, environment and structure. 

Only seven different types of elementary statements 
are possible. The first is the statement “there is a thing 
called T”, which corresponds to creating and identify-
ing a ThingClass. The other six elementary statements 

are:

• T
G
:  T is a kind of Y (= kind T is a specialisation of Y)

• T
C
:  T is composed of a P part

• R
I
:  T is internally structured, so that a part of kind 

P
1
 has a R

I
 -relation to a part of kind P

2

• T
E
:  T has an environment, which includes an E 

thing
• R

E
:  T is related by an R

E
 -relation to an E in its envi-

ronment
• A

U
:  T has the intrinsic property Q.

The ThingClass instance with no other attributes de-
fined, refers to an object with only existence determi-
ned. The separation of object existence from object 
attributes allows the designer to add or remove attri-
butes as the design process proceeds. This is a basic re-
quirement on a dynamic information system for crea-
tive design, but diverges from the mainstream product 
modelling practice, which is based on the idea of static 
information systems and instantiation of predefined 
classes. 

The BAS•CAAD system supports generic design ope-
rations like generalising, specialising, aggregating, 
decomposing, and adding and removing attributes. De-
sign statements are stored in instances of ThingClass. 
Instance attributes are specified by reference to libra-
ry objects. In order for the BAS•CAAD system to func-
tion in the construction context, it is necessary that 
its libraries contain entities belonging to established 
building classification and attribute systems. However, 
today these systems are poorly developed for use in 
the early design stage (Ekholm 2001b). 
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The BAS•CAAD system has been implemented in 
Smalltalk, an object oriented programming environ-
ment. A sequence of implementations are presented 
in Sverker Fridqvist’s doctoral thesis (Fridqvist 2000). 
Figure 3 shows an example of a user interface.

Further prototype development may include the 
following aspects:

• Inclusion of meta data in the data model, e.g. origi-
nator, creation time, and official state 

• Separation of function from technical solution in the 
data model or the library structure.

• Development of libraries to provide model objects 
adapted for the needs of the construction and faci-
lity management sector

• Incorporation of functions supported by different  
BAS•CAAD prototypes into a new prototype system

• Investigation of user interface for dynamic informa-
tion systems for design.

• Further study of dynamic design systems, e.g. concer-
ning automatic classification, and mapping bet-
ween classification systems.

The ACTIVITY prototype
User activity information in architectural design 
When an organisation is formed or changed, it may re-
quire a new or renewed building. The process of ac-
quiring a suitable building starts with a description of 
the organisation and its activities. The activity descrip-
tion is used as a basis for developing a space function 
program, which defines requirements on the building’s 
spaces. The following step includes development of a 

building program, which defines addi-
tional requirements on the building. The 
building program together with the acti-
vity description and space program are 
used as a background for building de-
sign, but can also be used for building 
performance analysis during the facility 
management stage. See Figure 4.

Model based CAD-systems for buil-
ding design may support the funda-
mental design steps of problem defini-
tion, synthesis and analysis. An applica-
tion that allows the development of a 
user activity description assists the pro-
blem definition work, while the building 
design application assists the synthesis 
work and allows the designer to docu-
ment the building property decisions. 
Building design analysis includes tech-
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nical performance, usability and cost calcula-
tions. Certain geometrical properties can be 
visually evaluated, while other properties can 
be evaluated through calculation, e.g. fire es-
cape routes, ventilation, and lighting levels. 
The test results are used as background know-
ledge for subsequent design process cycles.

Implementation of ACTIVITY

The idea of modelling user activities as an in-
tegral part of the building design process is 
implemented in the ACTIVITY project. ACTI-
VITY was developed as an add-on to the es-
tablished architectural design software Ar-
chiCAD. An add-on is a separate program that 
expands the functionality of another program, 
and can only be run within this. ACTIVITY has its 
own user interface accessible from the inter-
face of ArchiCAD, e.g. new menus, dialogue 
boxes, floating palettes, etc. 

The basic entity is the Activity. It is based 
on a functional view on an organisation or 
part of an organisation. An Activity may 
have other activities as functional parts, or 
be a functional part itself of other activities. 
An Activity is composed of Person and Equip-
ment. The constituent Person and Equip-
ment may be determined for an Activity at 
any level in the “hierarchy”. An Activity may 
have Name, Description, Duration, and 
Relations. There are four Relations that can 
be specifically shown: Visibility, Sound, Dis-
tance, and Adjacency. These may have values 
which however, can only be described, func-
tionality is not implemented. A Person can 
only exist within an Activity. Equipment may 
be composed of other Equipment, and can 
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